To Whom It May Concern,

I am taking this opportunity to write my grievances at Common Ground High School. First off just let me start by saying the opportunity that I have been given to work at Common Ground High School is one that I would not take for granted. But there are issues within Management/Administration that need to be addressed.

Issues such as Lack of communication, setting rules that only some abide by and others do as they PLEASE because of a connection or lack thereof. Family members and friends with positions that they are not qualified for. Yelling, screaming and adults in the bathroom with their male underage counterparts. The school lack of security is also an issue and all of these issues are falling on deaf ears. No consequence for breaking the rules or even abiding by the ones that are in the employee contracts. No follow through when rules are implemented such as suspensions for students and even some staff again because of friend and or family connections. Which is clearly stated in the Employee manual. Security guards going on field trips because they were told by management that they can go.

Everyday is a nightmare teachers don't know where or what they're doing on a day to day basis along with the Support Educators. Classrooms are not equipped with the tools like a curriculum, tools needed to teach a class, it has been months without an Environmental Science Teacher period 3,4 and 5. The students are frustrated and have given up on participating in class or any class or school work. They see us as jokes and not equipped for the job position that we hold.

There needs to be a solution ASAP, changes or a cleaning of Upper management/Administration. We have been ignored now for the past as educators trying our best to apply lessons and support to each other and the students. Now we are calling on you to do your part, it's time for you to wake up to what is going on at Common Ground.

We are a community/family at Common Ground and we are pleading to you to make the necessary changes so that we can work together and get Common Ground High School back to where it once was.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely
Anonymous